
	

	

Crisis Special Procedures 

Colombian Cabinet 

- The President (Cesar Gaviria Trujillo) may initiate public directives to reassign Colombian state 
resources between Colombian cabinet members (ie. Americans may not be placed directly in 
charge of Colombian troops). Examples of Colombian state resources include public funds, 
Colombian National Police or Brigades of the Colombian National Army. Examples of non-
Colombian state resources include privately raised militias or agents, privately acquired or hidden 
funds, contact networks etc. This power essentially functions as a normal public directive with the 
sole exception that the President MUST be a sponsor for it to be introduced. Crisis HQ and the 
dais reserve the right to have the final say on what constitute Colombian state resources. This 
power would transfer to new any new President in the event of resignation, assassination etc. 

- The President (Cesar Gaviria Trujillo) may veto public directives. If the president votes against a 
public directive, it is assumed their veto power has been exercised, and the public directive will 
not pass. However, if a supermajority (2/3) in the committee votes in favour of the passage of a 
public directive the president vetoes, the veto is overruled and the public directive passes. This 
power would transfer to new any new President in the event of resignation, assassination etc. 

- The Minister of Social Services (Luis Fernando Ramirez) may veto public directives involving cabinet 
social spending. Cabinet social spending includes for example money allocated to healthcare, 
education, welfare etc. It does not include development spending on projects like roads or military 
or intelligence spending. If the minister votes against a public directive, it is assumed their veto 
power has been exercised, and the public directive will not pass. However, if a supermajority 
(2/3) in the committee votes in favour of the passage of a public directive the minister vetoes, the 
veto is overruled and the public directive passes. Crisis HQ and the dais reserve the right to have 
the final say on what constitute cabinet social spending. This power would transfer to new any new 
Minister of Social Services in the event of resignation, assassination etc. 

- The Minister of Justice (Jaime Giraldo Angel) may veto public directives involving the Colombian 
police. Colombian police include for example forces of the Colombian National Police, Judicial 
Police, and if formed the Carabineros. Colombian police do not include military or private armed 
forces. If the minister votes against a public directive, it is assumed their veto power has been 
exercised, and the public directive will not pass. However, if a supermajority (2/3) in the 
committee votes in favour of the passage of a public directive the minister vetoes, the veto is 
overruled and the public directive passes. Crisis HQ and the dais reserve the right to have the 
final say on what constitute Colombian police. This power would transfer to new any new Minister 
of Justice in the event of resignation, assassination etc. 

- The President (Cesar Gaviria Trujillo), Minister of Justice (Jaime Giraldo Angel), and Minister of 
Social Services (Luis Fernando Ramirez) may request permission to directly address Congress via a 
private directive to Crisis HQ. This will generally be restricted to a 2 minute speech with 3 
questions, though Crisis HQ and/ or the dais may extend or restrict that time as they see fit. The 
timing and possibility of such addresses is also contingent upon the status of debate in the 
Congress and Cabinet, and will be determined by Crisis HQ and the daises. This power would 
transfer to new any new President, Minister of Justice, or Minister of Social Services in the event of 
resignation, assassination etc. 
 



 

 

 

Committee for Marxist-Leninism and Communism and Colombia 

- FARC’s Secretary General (Manuel Marulanda Velez) may initiate public directives to reassign 
FARC military forces between FARC delegates via private or public directive. Such a private or 
public directive however requires the signatures of FARC’s Chief of Armed Resistance (Victor 
Suarez Rojas, or “Mono Jojoy”) and at least 3 other FARC delegates not including the Secretary 
General and the Chief of Armed Resistance to take effect. FARC guerillas and veteran guerillas 
include all forces under FARC delegates’ control at the start of committee, but as the crisis 
proceeds FARC delegates may acquire troops which do not constitute FARC guerillas such as 
privately raised militias. This power Crisis HQ and the dais reserve the right to decide what 
constitutes FARC military forces. This position would transfer to new any new Secretary General in 
the event of resignation, assassination etc. 

- FARC’s Chief of Armed Resistance (Victor Suarez Rojas, “Mono Jojoy”) must give sign any private 
or public directive initiated by FARC’s Secretary General transferring FARC military forces 
between FARC delegates for such directives to take effect. This position would transfer to new any 
new Chief of Armed Resistance in the event of resignation, assassination etc. 
 

 


